
Is PhotoShelter’s ambition to be the Swiss

Army knife for working photographers? It

sure seems that way. PhotoShelter is a cloud

storage and secure delivery system, a simple

e-commerce platform for selling everything

from prints to coffee mugs, and a site for

members to license stock photos commercially.

With the introduction of Beam it now has a

crackerjack portfolio-hosting service.

Beam templates are graphically attrac-

tive and user friendly. And you’re not lim-

ited to the attractive stock templates:

There’s a deep (but not infinite) ability to

control almost all aspects of a portfolio site’s

appearance even after it’s live.

But a great looking site doesn’t matter

unless your target market finds it. Beam has

a built-in arsenal of powerful search engine

optimization (SEO) tools to help potential cus-

tomers find you. If the very topic of Internet

marketing makes the top of your head take

flight like a Frisbee, relax. PhotoShelter

offers an ever-growing, easily accessible

library of text and video guides on how to

use their tools to support your business,

whether your focus is weddings and portraits,

commercial and advertising work, or stock

photography and fine-art print sales. They

also regularly offer webinars on all of these

subjects. They don’t do this out of the good-

ness of their hearts of course; the company

makes money only if you’re making money. 

To get a Beam site started you set up a

Standard or Pro PhotoShelter site. Included

in the Standard subscription for $29.99 per

month ($329 per year) is 60GB of cloud

storage for archives and 20GB per month

bandwidth for file delivery to clients. Pro

accounts are $50 per month ($549.99 per

year), and you get 1TB of backed up cloud

storage and 50GB of delivery bandwidth.

The full list of what you get for a subscription

is at photoshelter.com/tour/all-features, but

the key features of a Beam site are your own

domain name, full-screen website presentations

that automatically scale to the size of the

viewer’s device and are high resolution Retina-

screen ready, and seamless integration with

Vimeo, Tumblr, Wordpress, and Instagram. 

Designing a Beam site can take two

paths. If you have Web design skills or are

hiring a graphic designer, Beam can handle

CSS style sheets with aplomb. If not, there

are five (so far) standard design templates in

the Site Builder module. The consistent phi-

losophy behind all of these templates is that

photographs are best seen when they stand

on their own without distracting flourishes

surrounding them: 

Element is a classically minimal gallery

design that allows photographs to stand on

their own in an easily navigable site. 

Do you use images the way a storyteller

uses sentences, presenting weddings and

client projects with each image working in a

sequential context to tell a tale? The Sonnet

template, designed with documentary and

wedding photographers in mind, may work

best for you.

The front page of a Shuffle template is an

interactive photo wall. The default is to see all

images from all galleries randomly arranged.

Inside a gallery, the client sees a photo wall

of images from the gallery and can choose to

load more. Clicking on a thumbnail in the

mosaic opens the full-size image. The Previous

and Next navigation buttons take you to the

preceding or following image on the wall. 
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Beam provides attractive portfolio templates or you can design your own.
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Marquee is billed as ideal for iPad brows-

ing: Sleek transitions between images and

tab-based homepage navigation take viewers

directly to different galleries. From the main

page, clicking on a gallery’s tab presents a

full-bleed splash page with a cropped view

of the lead image in the gallery filling the

screen from edge to edge. Inside the gallery

all images are seen full frame.

If you are a sports, fashion, or editorial

photographer whose work is ideally show-

cased across several galleries and there are a

very clear stylistic and content consistencies

to your work, Promenade may be ideal.

Before you start, choose only your very best,

most visually compelling images. It’s always

better to show a small portfolio that leaves

the audience wanting to see more than to

show too much. With Beam you can add or

delete images after the site is live.

While each template has a default color

scheme, customizing these choices is a simple

matter of picking through the full palette of

colors. You can specify colors for every ele-

ment of the design. If you know the hexa-

decimal code for the color you want, just

type it in.

Each template has a default font set, and

there are a total of nine sets to choose from,

plus an option for creating a custom set using

any of 24 browser-safe fonts for the combi-

nation of the logo (should you choose not to

use your own graphic element) as well as

primary and secondary uses. 

Even when your portfolio is live it takes just

a single click in the PhotoShelter menu bar to

return to the Site Builder module and make

changes. When you are happy with your design

and galleries, it’s time to let the world know. 

Beam’s range of stock design templates,

fonts, and color schemes make it easy to

create a portfolio that is individualized

enough to keep you from looking like your

competition. 

Beyond the range of presentation and

design options, what impressed me most

was the rich selection of guides and webinars

filled with advice on everything from start-

ing and operating different types of photog-

raphy businesses to creating a portfolio, 

marketing, and setting up e-commerce por-

tals. After nearly a year of use I consider

PhotoShelter unparalleled as a one-stop

shop for this kind of information. Photo-

Shelter wants you to succeed and presents

you with a large quiver of resources to make

it happen. After all, with their subscription

plan, if you’re not making money, neither

will PhotoShelter. n
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The front page of a Shuffle template shows a photo wall of images from your galleries.

The user interface is simple to use.

Beam offers security options to deter image theft:
Image Theft Guard, low-res comp downloads,
maximum image display, and watermarking.
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